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B O~O K REV lEW S
Suitors and SuppUants: the Little Nations at Versailles, by Stephen BonsaI:.
introduction by Arthur Krock. New York: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1946.

$3.50 •

.

In 1944 Mr. BonsaI produced a volume that won the Pulitzer Prize in
. history. It bore the title Unfinished Business and told the story of the drafting of the League Covenant. The material was drawn from the entries in
the secret diary kept by Mr. BonsaI at the request of Colonel House. The
present volume covers the same chronological span but deals with the role
of the small nations at Paris-their hopes, demands, and personalities. It is
no reflection on the captivating title df· this book to suggest that it could
have borne the same title as the earlier one.
Before 1914 the auth~r h~d heen a correspondent of global proportions
'-a hardy pioneer of what today is a very numerous'species. He combined a
reportorial capacity with linguistic ability. All that was wanting was the
. necessary .stroke of good fortune to make these talents available where they
would be most useful. A chance meeting in 1915 with Colonel House
ripened into a friendship. In late 1918, while serving as a major in France,
BonsaI was ordered to report. to Colonel House, who had arrived in .Paris
to begin the peace negotiations. .The Colonel's instructions .were brief.
"I think I can handle Lloyd George and the 'Tiger' (Clemenceau) without
much help, but into your hands I commit all the mighty men of the rest
of the world. . .. Most of them you knew and appra~sed before they were
built up by war propaganda and nationalistic inflation. The war that h.as
destroyed cities has puffed up some little men until they find their hats and
their boots too small, much too small for them. I shall count on you to
'.
present them to me in their original proportions."
In contrast to the Big Ten the spokesmen-official, semi-official, and
purely personal-for theUlittle people" were a variegated group. Understandably they were obsessed with the righteousness of the cause they
represented. With minds, unsullied~y the subtleties of European diplomacy, they approached the Great Assizes (the author's phrase for the peace
conference) in high hopes. It was Mr. BonsaI's task to hear, to alter, and
todele,te their representations. The result (and not the fault of the author)
was more unfinished business, much of which is presently crowding the
calendar of the p~ace makers as pending business.
:.
Russians of all' hues, Zionists of different complexions~ Feisal and
Lawrence, Kim of Korea, Bratianu, fa$er Hlinka and Paderewski were
only the ,more 'prominent of the suppliants. From his secret diary the
author has extracted .the relevant entries.concerning each and the cause for
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which he pleaded. Such an arrangement has made for a more coherent
presentation than would a strict chronological presentation.
Of particular interest because\?of their currency are the chapters on the
Palestine problem as it shaped up more than a quarter of a century ago.
The actors have changed but the plot is untouched. The pithy observations
of Lawrence, admits Mr. BonsaI, contained more wisdom "than many volumes of Blue Books or White Papers." The main trouble, observed Lawrence, was easily identifiable: too many cooks. "From the begin~ing of
the war and down to the present time (1919), the Intelligence section of
the Indian government has been paying the Wahabite Emir (Ibn Saud)
one thousand pounds a month to make war on King Hussein of Mecca, our
ally; and at the same time our War Offic~ has been paying Hussein about
the same sum to harass the Wahabites. . . \. There will be hell to pay, and
that will con~inue until we get together and honor our wartime pledges.
Mind you, I don't say we have deceived them intentionally, but we have
reached the same result by not letting bur right hand know what the left
hand was doing."
This is a volume in which the principals speak fully and frankly. To
their remarks the author has added his incisive delineations that appear in
his diary. To the cold documentation of the peace conference literature
this book adds both warmth and color. It belies the remarks of Joseph
Chamberlain that "the day of small nations has passed away; the day of
empires has come." Let us hope that .today there is a BonsaI to record with
equal candor the melancholy plaints of those knocking on the door of the
Council of Foreign Ministers.
ALB E R T C. F. WE S T P HAL
Inter-American Affairs I944: an Annual Survey, NO.4, edited by Arthur P.
Whitaker. New York: Columbia University Press, 1945. $3.00.
Intellectual Trends in Latin America, Latin-American Studies, I. Papers
read at a conference sponsored by the Institute of Latin-American
Studies of the University of Texas. Austin: The University of ':fexas
Press, 1945. No price indicated.
Address Delivered before a Session of the Pan-American Round Table Annual Convention, April 25, I944, by Charles H. Stevens. Austin: The
-.:-University of Texas Press, 1945. No price indicated.
Who's Who in Latin America, by Ronald HIlton. Third Edition. Part I:
Mexico. Stanford University, California; Chicago; London:' Stanford
University Press, The A. N. Marquis Company, Oxford University
Press, 1946. $2.50.
The fourth volume of Inter-American Affairs carries on an enterprise
which already has become standard equipment to most persons seriously
concerned with developments in Latin America. It also contains a brief
chapter on Canada, but its main preoccupation is with the countries to
the south. As in earlier editions, the editor has contributed the, initial and
closing chapters, dealing with political and diplomatic trends and events.
He centers his treatment around the "Argentine muddle," military and
political "upheavals," and the relationship between the Pan-American sys-
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tem and the United Nations otganization which began to emerge rather
vaguely in the year covered by this volume.
Economic developments are now treated in three chapters, by as many.
authors. Of these, Sanford A. Mosk's' discussion of '''Main Currents of
Economic Thought" is particularly timely and useful. Labor and Social
Welfare and Cultural Relations are treated in separate sections. The rest
of the volume consists of a highly selective list of references (books and articles, mostly in English), statistical tables. a list of chief executives and foreign
ministers (already largely obsolete), lists of inter-American conferences held
, in 1944 and of bilateral commercial treaties and agreeme~ts negotiated by
the Latin-American ;republics in 1944, and an inter-American chronology
for 1944.
Intellectual Trends in Latin America consists of papers read at a conference held at the University of Texas on April 13 'and 14, 1945. The
twelve papers cover a. wide range of subjects, including historiography, ~e
various social sciences, philosophy, literature and the fine arts. Although
most papers attempt to deal with Latin America as a whole, others concen·trate on specific regions, such as Mexico, Brazil, and Central America. Some
papers offer little lI!0re than a hasty review of some recent publications;
others are serious analyses of representative trends during the past two or
Uiree generations. Fernando de los Rios contributes an interesting survey
of "Intellectual Activities of Sp~nish Refugees in Latin America." It seems
a pity that relatively few outstanding Latin-American scholars and artists
have contributed to.this conference. A great deal reIIljlins still to be done
in bringing intellectuals from Latin and Anglo-America together for a
systematic and creative interchange of. their findipgs and organization of
co-operation on specific projects.
Dr. Charles H. Stevens, Cultural Auache of the United States Embassy
in Mexico, describes in his address the objectives and methods' of the cuI, tural relations work designed to prpmote closer, co-operation betwee.n
sCholars, teachers, artists and-eduCational institutions in the two countries.
Especially noteworthy is his emphasis on the fact that, most Mexican educators and scholars speak English and hi~ plea to United States educators and
,research workers to acquire a working knowledge of Sp_anish in the interest
of a balanced and genuine inter-American relationship.
, The first part of the revised.and enlarged edition of Who's Who in
Latin America, no)V published'by Stanford University Press in co-operation
with the pUblisJ1ers of Who's Who in America, marks a considerable im- .provement over the two earlier editions which were edited almost singlehanded by the late Professor Percy Alvin'Martin. Instead of one fat volume,
the material is now scheduled to appear in seven comparatively slim voluines, according -to ~e following geographic subdivisions: Mexico; Central
America and Panama; Colombia, Ecuador, and Venezuela;' Bolivia, Chile•
. and Peru; Argentina, Paraguay, and Uruguay; Brazil; and Cuba, Dominican
Republic, and Haiti. This arrangement provides considerable additional
space and has per~itted the addition of many biographies. Foreigners
residing in the respective Latin-American countries are included.
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The delicate problem of who is worthy of inclusion in a work of this
kind will probably never be decided to the satisfaction of all concerned.
Issue could be taken with the editor in several cases, both in regard to names
appearing and thos~ left out. Certain improvements in editing would be
desirable for the next edition. ThuS,. the word "director" is used instead of
the English term "editor"; some titles'''afe translated into English, others
are given in the original. However, there can be no doubt as to the usefulness of this reference work in its present form.
RICHARD F. BEHRENDT

The Masters and the Slaves: a Study in the Development of Brazilian Civilization~ by Gilberto Freyre; translated from the Portuguese of the Fourth
an~ Definitive Brazilian edition by: Samuel Putnam. New York: Alfred
A. Knopf, 1946. $7.50.
Casa Grande b Senzala (1933), here translated as The Masters and the
Slaves~ is considered by most Brazilian critics as one of the most significant
books written in Brazil. The author,.,Gilberto de Mello Freyre, was born in
Brazil, but received both his A.B. and M.A. dt:;grees in the United States,
the former from Baylor University and the latter from Columbia University
where he did graduate work under Boas, Giddings, Seligman, and Carlton
Hayes. Because of his study here in the United States, Mr. Freyre is able
to make occasional valuable and interesting comparisons between life on
the Brazilian plantation and that on our own Southern plantations.
The Masters and the Slaves is a rather detailed sociological study of
Brazilian plantation life from its foundation until recent times. In it, .Mr.
Freyre discusses the importance of the three major races that contributed
to the formation of modern Brazil-the Native, the Portuguese, and the
Negr9-, together with details of their daily life, food, sex habits, art, architecture, religion, and literature. Although some readers may feel that the
book is not always thoroughly sound from a sociological point of view and
that Mr. Freyre displays an undue interest in the sex habits of colonial and
modem Brazil, The Masters and the Slaves remains, without doubt, the most
important contribution to an understanding and an interpretation of Brazilian civilization. It is a "must" in the field of Brazilian studies.
An extensive glossary-including Brazilian, Portuguese, American Indian, and African Negro expressions, botanical and zoological terms-and
a detailed index add to the usefulness of the book.
Mr. Putnam again proves himself to be a master at translation. This. is
an excellent and accurate rendition into English of a book that would be
...
ALB E R T R. Lop;' ~s
a ch~enge to any translator.
Brazil: People and Institutions, by T. Lynn Smith. Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1946. $6.50.
The purpose of Professor T. Lynn Smith in his book, Brazil: People
and institutions~ is "to organize, analyze, and interpret the materials on
Brazilian demography and social institutions." It is largely a book on Bra-
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zilian,rural sociology~ designed primarily for readers who already have some
'knowledge about Brazil, her history and her institutions. Such topics as
cultural diversity, the people, levels and standards of living, relations of the
people to the land, institutions (family, religious, educational, governmental), are thoroughly substantiated by generous excerpts from translations
of earlier works (now very difficult to obtain), seventy-eight tables, twentynine figures, and a glossary., In'spite of the somewhat technical scope of
the book, there is a wealth of reference material (843 pages) for all interested in Brazil, whether from a political, econo¢ic, social, or literary point
of view.
. Although published in 1946, £?r. all practical purposes the public~tion
date should be 1943. The latter date is probably the date of the compl~tion
of the first draft of die book since events and material. after that date have
not been incorporated ~o any significant extent.
. Professor Smith's book has been well received in Brazil, several very
favorable reviews having appeared in Brazilian newspapers this past summer. Too, Professor Smith was granted an honorary degree from the
University in Rio de Janeiro, in recognition of this publption.
.
ALBER.T R. LOPES
What the South Americans Think of Us, by Carleton Beals, Herschel
Brickell, Samuel Guy Inman, and BryCe Oliver. New York: Robert
M. McBride and Company, 1945. $3.00 •
This volume, pr~ented ·under the often abused term "sYIPposium,"
shows little evidence of that intelligent co-ordhlation and creative give-andtake among the participants whi~ should be characteristic of a symposium.
The division of the material by geographic areas rather than issues or
problems has caused repetitions because of the many concerns which all
Latin Americans have in common in relation to "the colossus of the North,"
different though they may be in many other respects.
.
. .From a practical point of view it is' to be regretted that' only South
America was treated. The oFinions of the peoples of Mexico, Cuba, and
Panama, these peoples living as they do much more closely in the shadow
of their big neighbor, could have been exposed, with even more usefulness.
Carleton ~al.s contributes a chapter on Ecuador, Peru, and Bolivia,
filled with his ~tomary good intentions, shrill moral indignation, and
sloppy rep~rting. He is' duly indignant at th'e fact that the Bolivian tin
ore mined by,Patifio had to cross the Atlantic to be sriielted in England,
only to be carried back west to the. United States; but at the same time he
inveighs against ·'the scandalous and reckless farce of the tin refinery erected
in Texas as a supposed wartime necessity"-without offering anyexplanation for this contradiction. He advocates United States participation in
development' projects but reports approvingly the Bolivians' opposition
to "the determined efforts of the United States to change the whole face
of their country" (p.. 45).
. Mr. Beals' habit of reporting South American comRlaints, apparently
sympathizing with 'Iltt;hem, without, however, making it dear whether or to
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what extent they ar~ based on fact must be confusing to a reader not familiar
with the subject.
Bryce Oliver, in a chapter disti~guished by psychological understanding and balanced judgment, poses the pertinent question "why, in our
official eagerness to make friends and influence the Latin Americans, we
failed in Brazil, where our opportunity was the brightest" (p. 93~. He
points out that the greater familiarity among larger numbers of persons
from both countries during the last war has not helped matters and that
one of the greatest handicaps in this respect is "the distinctively [North]
American preoccupation with race and color" (p. 94). There is, unfortunately, a great deal of truth in his remark that educational efforts to bring
about a sympathetic understanding of the Latin American nations in this
country "have managed only to cre"ate a certain amount of patronizing
public good· will toward the southern nations" (p. 123).
According to Oliver, even in Uruguay sympathies for the United States
have diminished. as a consequence of the grant of a. large military base during the war. And he points to the deep-seated resentment of Uruguayans
and Argentines alike at what they consider the unfair blocking of their
meat exports to the United States.
Herschel Brickell, although ostensibly dealing with Venezuela and
Colombia, has many things to say which are generally valid for all of Latin
America, particularly in regard to 'the importance of a command of the
languages of the area and of personal attitudes. He believes that the Russians with their approach to Latin America "have much to teach us,
especially in the type of men who are sent out as diplomatic representatives
of the Soviet Union" (p. 240).
Samuel Guy Inman sketches the conflict of interests between the traditional landowning gentry interested in the maintenance of the "colonial"
economy and the new forces favoring industrialization and greater diversity
of production in Argentina" In discussing the reasons for the almost
habitually strained relations between the United States and Argentina, he
tries to combat the impression that th'e beef question is the all-dominating
issue and that it cannot be solved to the satisfaction of both parties. Inman
. deplores the tendency of the State Department to use reactionary Catholic
elements in Argentina to foster good relations, thereby disappointing genuine friends of American democracy.
,"
In discussing Chile, Dr. Inman asks,; "How can we expect to have the
same prestige as the English and the Germans when in all Chile there live
fewer than two thousand of our citizens, while. the English have so thoroughly identified themselves with the country and there are some seventyfive thousand Germans living in the repUblic?" (p. 345). However, his
statement that "today they [the German colonists] completely dominate the
land" in the southern provinces (p. 351) is open to doubt.
The most significant conclusion of the volume, unanimously pointed
out by all contriltutors, is perhaps the failure of the official "good neighbor"
efforts of the past years and the need for positive relations between the peoples, beyond the. realm of diplomatic gatherings, lofty but ineffectual after-
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dinner speeches, and commodity agreements favoring a f~w monopolists in
the southern ,countries.
.
There seems to" be equally general agreement that a United States policy
which has the effect, as so often in the past, of uph01diqg a corrupt and
sterile status quo iIi. Latin American countries-orelsewhere-, while benefitting unrepresenta'tive cliques, will not promote truly constructive' and
lasting inter-American ties.
RIC H AR D F. BE H R END T
~

The Rest Is Silence, by Erica Verissimo; translated by L. C. Kaplan. New
York: The Macmillan Company, 1946. $3.00~
The Rest Is Silence is a translation of the novel 0 Resto E Silencio,.written by Erico Verissimo, an able young Brazilian nc:>velist from the state of
RiQ Grande do Sui. Verissimo has been enjoying wide popularity in his
native Brazil ever since his earlier novel, Olhai os Lirios do Campo (Behold
the Lilies of th~ Field), became a Brazilian best seller.
Verissimo owes his success to.his ':lnusual talent for depicting, in a most
interesting manner, the minute details of everyday life ip. Porto Alegre,
capital of Rio Grande do SuI. The streets, the buildings, the people, together with th~ir daily toils and worries, do not belong exclusively, however,
to Porto Alegre; they are a part of any cosmopolitan city.
The Rest Is Silence is another view of life in this southern Brazilian
metropolis. An incident that occurred in the main square of Porto Alegre
provi4es material for the central theme. While the author was making his
way acro~ the square, he chanced to look up just in time to see a young
,girl fall hom one of the top floors of a downtown skyscraper. Verissimo
then proceeds to trace, for a period of two days, the effect of th~ accident
(or suicide?) upo~ the lives of seven of the individu~ls who saw her fall:
a retired public official, a business man, a no~elist, an ex-deputy, a newsboy,
an une~ployed typographer, and ,the wife oCa celebrated musician.
A Brazilian novelist of Verissimo's stature should merit, it seems, a more
accurate renditian than that given by.;Mr. Kaplan., The translator here,
as in previous translations, shows, at times, a lack of acquaintance with even
elementary P9rtuguese idioms and vocabulary.
ALB E R T R. Lop ES
Music of Latin Am~rica, by J~Hcolas Slonimsky. New York: Thomas Y.
. CrowellCo~pany, 1945. $3.50 .
Although a great amount of informative material has been written in"
recent years about the ge~phy, politics,~and economics of So~th America,
Central Ameriql, and the West Indies, in the domain ~f the arts, particularly of music, Latin America remains for most of us a virtually unknown
land To discover what is what and who is who in the music of Latin
America, Nicolas- 'Slonimsky, Russian-born conductor, composer, pianist,
musicologist and critic, now living in Boston, visited the twenty republics
to the south in the year 1941, giving lecture-recitals on modem music, collecting orchestral manuscripts for the Fleischer Collection of the Free
Library of Philadelphia, gathering biographical data on native composers,
<
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both living and dead, and studying materials in folk music. Mr. Slonimsky
has' compiled and presented the results of this search in his volume Music
of Latin America. In its comprehensive scope and detailed exposition, it is
one of the most valuable books on the subject yet offered to United States
readers.
Part one, entitled "Panorama of Latin-American Music," is a somewhat disconnected,' though entertaining, array of incidents, observations,
personalities, and anecdotes. From this all-inclusive landscape, however,
the general framework of Latin-American musical history can be discerned.
The Pre-Columbian culture contributed characteristic instruments (drums,
panpipes, flutes, scratchers and shakers of all types), the pentatonic scale,
and monotonous rhythmic patterns. The early centuries of conquest brought
European influence: the Ecclesiastical music, the dance rhythms of the
Iberian peninsula, the heptatonic scale, and in due course, as a result of
slave traffic, the syncopated rhythms of the Negro. Further colonization by
European settlers introduced the Italian opera and concert 'performances,
which soon led to the rise of schools of native composers. The native
musicians were at first exclusively European trained and imitated European
styles; but gradually recognizing the wealth of their native folklore, they
began to employ folk melodies and rhythms. It might be said that the
divorce from Europe is not yet complete in- view of the many European-born
composers now residing in South America. These composers are, however,
often the most ardent champions of folk sources for their creative work.
There are not a few extremist innovators in the group of present-day composers, and many who may be classed "as ult;ra-modernists. Furthermore,
the great number of government sponsored orchestras which emphasize the
performance of native composers' works, government operated music
schools, and national contests for composers with ample rewards for the
winners, present to this country an embarrassing but stimulating example of
public pride in and enthusiasm for contemporary music by native composers.
The second part of Mr. Slonimsky's book discusses each of the republics
in tum. A brief opening paragraph on the geography, population, and
racial mixtures as they affect the music of the people is followed by' a
complete description and analysis of the country's musical resources and
development. Each section concludes wit{l a survey of all native and
naturalized composers and writers on music topics including a concise biographical sketch and description of the works of each. Mr. Slonimsky's
eligibility requirements for a composer's inclusion in this list are indeed
liberal, however, and it is impossible even to guess the actual musical signIficance of much of the music mentioned.
Part three is a dictionary of Latin-American musicians, songs and
dances, and musical instruments. Coupled with an excellent ind.ex, it makes
the volume a handy guide for quick and easy reference.
The diversity of cultural and ethnological backgrounds of the several
countries makes the synthesizing of the musical situation in Latin America
a formidable task. Even though the author goes little beyond the point
of presenting an inforIQal encyclopedia and bibliography, we can be grateful
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for the completeness and utility of the present volume. To our criticism
tlJ.at we feel he has said too little about the quality of the works collected in
such. enormous quantity, Mr. Slonimsky anticipates a defense in his reply
to the accusation of "fishing with a ne~ rather thana rod," voiced by the
Guatemalan critic, Jose Castaneda. '. He writes (p. 2): . "Here they are, all
assembled between. covers, and-wp.o knows?-some of them may yet .spawn
significant caviar, which even the fastidious Castaneda will find stimulating."
W ALTER KELLER
.

~

.

Literary Currents in Hispanic America~ by Pedro Henriquez-Urena. Cam.
bridge, Massachusetts: Harvard University Press, 1945. $3.5Q.
When Charles ChaJIncey Stillman endowed the Charles Eliot Norton
lectures in Harvard in 1925, he stipulated that the holder be chosen without
limits of nationality from men of high distinction and preferably of intemationcil reputation. The man who occupied the post in 1940-41, Pedro
Henriquez-Urena, fulfilled those requirements to the highest degree. Besides having written many books and 'articles in his field, he is Professor
of Spanish Literawre and Philology in the University of Buenos Aires and
. the University of La Plata and the Director .of the Instituto de Filologia en
Buenos Aires. After delivering the lectures, Dr. Henriquez-Urena spent two
. and a half years 'rewriting them and preparing' them for publication by
the Harvard University Press under the title, Li(erq,ry Currents in Hispanic
America.'
.
.'
..' .
.
As its tiue indicates, the. book is not an attempt at a complete literary
history. Instead, its two hundred pages are devoted to tracing the lines
followed by artists and writers in their efforts to express the developing life
and social experiences of Spanish America's young nations. Dr. HenriquezUrena writes in a lucid prose that still bears, in spite of the rewriting to
which it has beeri subjected, some of the rhythm and balance of the oratorical form '~t must originally have had in the lectures. Packed with
information interestingly and clearly presented, Literary Currents in
Hispanic A111erica'is one of the ~ostf readable books of its type recently P!Oduced. This fact doubles its value, in that it o(fers the layman a key to
Hispani~Am.erican psychology through an understanding of the artistic
development that has recorded and helped to mold present-day modes of
THE L MAC AMP BEL L
thought.
. '"
•

*

't,'2

....

Mexican Heritage, photographs by Hoyningen-Huene. New York: J. J.
Augustin, Publishers, 1946. $7.50.
The Inhabitants, by Wright Morris., New York: Charles Scribner's Sons,
1946.
$3;75·
.
.
.
These two books of photographs are, superficially at least, naturals for
comparison. B0?t are by U. S. camera artists and both contain photographs
expressly made for publication in book form. At first glance each work
shows a similar preoccupation with 'archite<;tur~ to the exclusion of huJ1lan
beings hom the compositions, and a boldn,e~s
of design which is singularly
..
..
'>\

•

,

,-
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striking. Each artist records a people through the use of buildings and
landscape in which these people live. Closer inspection is therefore necessary to evaluate and compare the two works.
There are those who will feel that Hoyningen-Huene has the advantage
of the more exofic Mexican scene and comes off better for it, while Wright
Morris has the disadvantage of the prosaic U., S. scene and suffers from it.
,This reviewer prefers lYlexican Heritage for deeper reasons. The matter
li~s, jn the comparative stature of the tlVo artists. The backgrounds, trainipg~(~nd equipment of the two men differ, but it is their ways of seeing that
make .the real difference in their work.
~
, f~In Hoyningen-Huene's book you will find, as Alfonso Reyes says in
the short text, "photographs . . . unspoiled by the immediacy of captions
. . . photographs (which) restore sight to the blind." Here without statistics or sociological or economic essays is a group of superior photographs,
which does justice to Mexico, her people, and her moods. With Mexican
Heritage, Hoyningen-Huene makes another contribution of significant
freshness and deep perspicacity. ~
Mr. Morris' book, The Inhabitants, suffers from the use of what Stanley
Young refers to on the dust jacket as the "preface to a new technique, the
fusing of camera and word. . . ." Perhaps it is the self-conscious use of
this "new technique" that accounts for the unevenness of the book. At
times the "fusion" is eminently successful, but more often the conscious effort
to avoid using either text or picture to illuminate or to illustrate the other,
makes rough going. Particular texts and specific photogi:aphs have obviously been chosen to face each other on opposing pages. It is inevitable
that they are thus associated. Rather than complement, they more often
rival one another, fiercely. We find pictures and writing competing for
attention, with the pictures winning because of their direct communication.
That they are fine, regional photographs makes the book well worth owning.
LLOYD

LOZES

GOFF

Of the Night Wind's Telling: Legends from the Valley of ~fexico, by E.
Adams Davis; with drawings by Dorothy Kirk. Norman: University
of Oklahoma Press, 1946. $3.00.
Many of the legends in this book are from ancient Mexico, Toltec and
Aztec creation myths, the four destructions of the world by water, air, fire,
and earth, and the beginnings 0"£ the Indian nature gods. Some of these
legends are well known from the old chroniclers; some have been made
familiar by more modern writers such as Madariaga, who wove many of
them into his great novel of the Aztecs, Heart of Jade. Others refer to the
period of conquest when strange white '"men with new gods and incomprehensible beliefs came to confuse the simple thJology of the'Indians. Still
other tales, and perhaps the greatest number of them, are concerned with
the times of the viceroys when the Church vainly struggled by way of devils
and exorcisms against men greedy for wealth and powe~ in a new world.
Only two tales might be called modern: one, a story of brutality and revenge
against the French during the reign of Maximilian; the other, a recounting
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of the peon~' belief that a sp~ctral Zapata still rides his black· stallion over
the rocky rim of tlie great Vall~y. Although the tales as often deal with
murder and dire punishment by supernatural apparitions as With love and
intrigue. they are all told in a tone of credence, amusement. and philosophical resignation to the happenings that are beyond the understanding of
mortal man.
'
Mr. Davis made. many journeys to Mexico to collect these legends.
Rather than spend his time searching musty' archives, he loitered among.
cantinas?: market squares, in odd and desolate corn~rs in the city of Mexico,
persuading ancient ra~onteurs to tell him the tales their :fathers and grandfathers had told. With few exceptions the author heard the legends orally.
Later he checked them with written versions already in existence, and where
variations occurred, as they are bound to occur in stories which pass by word
of' mouth fromgenerf,ltion to generation, gaining color and enlargement
with each retelling, he incorporated into his oral version suitable details
from old manuscripts. Sometimes he tells the story in his own words with
excellent descriptions of the plaza, the house, 9r the _Church where the
event took place.' More often the tale is written as it might have been told
to him in the words of an old "man eujoying his rest In the shade of a portal.
The simplicity of the native phrase is nicely put into English. Occasionally,
the illusion of the raconteur is rudely interrupted, by the author's use of a
Spanish word par~nthetically translated into Englis~.
Although Mr. :pavis appends a short bibliography of works consulted.
in his research upon Mexican legends in general, he· has wisely dispensedwith footnotes and With any tone of scholarly intention in writing the book~
It is a book to be read for pleasure rather than for reference. It is gay, spicy,
and often slyly humorous. ~r. Davis admits he had fun writipg it.
.
Dorothy Kirk's g€nerous number of pen and ink drawings are delight~ A R Y W I C It 'E R
fully expressive of the te~t.

Fabulous Empire: Colonel Zack Miller's Story, by Fred Gipson; with an
introduction by ponald. Day. Boston: Houghton, Miftlin Company,
1946. $3;00.
. '
,
Maverick Town: the Story of Old Tas.cosa, by John L. McCarty; with Chapter Decoratiqjls by Harold- D. Bugbee. Norman: University of OklahoJ:P3, Press, IlJ46. $3.00•
Countries, like people, are no longer young when they can look back
upon a complete cycle in the past, when death as well as birth figures in the
, pattern of their memories. In that sense, we fail to realize the matQIity
attained: by the "you~g.West" until something-the two books listed above,
for. example-recalls how much of history it has seC}D. 'Both volumes are
nostalgic accounts of past glories. Fabulous Empire tells the story of the
famed 101 Ranch in Oklahoma that grew from a cow herd to a kingdom
requiring 300 miles of wire fence to enclose its 110,000 acres. Maverick
Town recounts the gro~th and death of Tascosa, Texas, once a rival of Dodge City and capital, of .an inland· cattle empire.
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The 101 Ranch was the personal achievement of G. W. Miller and his
three sons. By .pure grit and bull-headedness, by bribing members of the
Army detail sent to run him off the Cherokee Strip, and by driving out
rival cowmen, old G. W. laid the foundations of ~the ranch that was to
become world-famous under his sons' management. In its heyday, it was
one of the wonders of America. Western movies were filmed there. Its
guest list included such names as Luther Burbank, William Jennings Bryan,
and Mary Roberts Rinehart. Out of its activities grew a spectacular show,
the 101 Ranch Wild West Show, which toured the country, featuring an
unknown roper named Will Rogers. In those days, the three Miller
brothers rode high, wide, and handsome. Zack, the trader of the lot, OIice
bought-and sold at a profitt-the entire army of General Mercardo, who
was forced across the Rio Grande by Pancho Villa. But with the crash of
1929, the glories of the 101 were ended. In crowded court rooms and under
the a!Ictioneer's hammer, another dream of empire died.
Fabulous Empire is a good story, made better by the sensitive handling
it receives from its author, Fred Gipson. The reminiscences of old Zack
Miller are retold in the lusty language of the trail country; and so firm is
the control of the author that not even the "big windies" of an old man
looking back can mar the truth and sincerity of the book. With its richness
of character, variety of incident, and freshness of language~ Fabulous Empire
makes a real contribution to Western literature.
Maverick Town is the story of a town that grew up naturally at an easy
crossing of the Canadian River in the Panhandle. The Spanish explorers,
buffalo hunters; and Mexican sheepherders were only the prelude to the
coming of the big cattle companies with names that have gone down in
ranch history-the LIT, the XIT, the Jinglebob, and the Frying Pan. Tascosa, supply center for the range,· attracted all kinds of people. Billy the
Kid and his gang lived there for a while after the Lincoln County War, and,
as a natural result, Pat Garrett's company of Home Rangers had its headquarters there. The fencing of the ranges spelled doom for Tascosa, for the
wire cut the town's communications with the rest of the world. So Tascosa
died slowly and painfully, strangled by the first strands of "bob wire." Perhaps its very name would be forgotten now, were it not for Boys' Ranch
which has brought new fame to the site of Old Tascosa.
Maverick Town is a source of valuable information for the student of
ranching history. Its author John L. Mc:Carty, a newspaper man in'
Amarillo, has devoted twenty years to thorough, painstaking research on
the town and its history. Unfortunately, however, the book is not 'as
readable as one could wish. The familiarity of the author with his subject
makes him crowd in characters, incident, and detail until the reader seeks
vainly for a landmark in the confusion. Although addicts of Western history will not read Maverick Town straight through for pleasure as they will
Fabulous Empire, nevertheless it should stand on their shelves
reference
whenever questions arise concerning early ranching days in the Panhandle.

for
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Tilles From the Plum GroveHills~ by Jesse Stuart. New York: E. P. Dutton
and Company, Inc., 1946. $3~25'
Jesse Stuart is esSentially ~ tall-tale teller, proof of which is found in
this' collection of ,twenty short stories representing the best the author has
produced in the, short-story form during the past few years.
Few of Jesse Stuart's qitics and reviewers have ever made truly balanced
and unpreju~liced criticisms of his work. Most of them either damn him as
a' literary ou~aw or they heap on him unqualified praise, as ,has a New
Yorker revie~er in referring to him as '''a nation~l possession....
Jesse Stuart is neither a literary outlaw nor CIa national possession."
He is a conversationalist with a series of personal tales to relate. And even
when he is not te~g a tall 'tale he continues to use his exaggerated'comparisons which are definitely a part of 'his tall-tale language. "Another April,"
the portrait of a iboy's grandfather, is an exception and is the tenderest·
story this author bas written~ •Perhaps the two, 'best stories are "The Storm,'"
a parental quarrel, and "Nest Egg," the life and death of a fighting rooster.
"Frog-Trouncin' ~ontest" is sltillfully constructed ,and is perhaps the most
humorous tale the author has written. On the other hand, "Mother
Hanging" is a failure. It'is a gesture of insincerity that the person who
wrote the aboveimentioned stories and several years ago wrote "Love"
should also release for publication the trivia that are in this tale of the taking
of a man's life. I)t is little more than a laboratory exercise.
To Jesse Stqcu:t the story"':"or ~e tale-is the important thing. His
characters ar~ secpti"dary, and the dialogue belongs not so much to his $aracters as it does Jesse Stuart.'
.
He is practIcally always an objective writer. He does not use his
objectivity a$ a means of expressing subjectivity, that is, of creating
subtleties or as an aid to understanding the inner emotions of his characters.
Rather, his objectivity. deals almost exclusively with externalities. His
. characters are not' remembered, except as Father and-Mother and So~. In
a sense, he' paints ~is charact~rs with a broad sw~ep of. the brush, giving
most of them cariqatured proportions. And since to- him the ~le is more
important than th1 c?aracte~s, ~e could often strengthen a tale by giving his
characters more prFose motIvatIons than the blanket ones of love and .hate.
Jesse Stuart'stim is not to teach or to rectify an evil, and he certainly
possesses no socio' gical zeal to expose a decadent, or a sluggish phase of
society as Erskine.. aldwell'has done in the South. He is simply·a conversa'tionalist sitting ~m the other side of the table relating a tall~ tale, con-structing i~ with l~ttle previous planning, often clumsily, -and perhaps with
little revision.
' ,
Though thert may be sufficient. cause to charge him with ail unfair .
portrayal of mou~tain people-as he has been charged~, ·he in his foulest
moments 'gives th4m greater purity than Caldwell, for instance, gives to' his
Southerners. And thobgh Jesse Stuart may at times say that he is writing
representatively '~f mountain people and though reviewers may yell,
CIAmen," be of co~se is writing about the rough-hewn, land-wise characters
who inhabit Jesse Stuart's tall-tale lilngdom.
DE A N CAD L E
I

t
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The Air-Conditioned Nightmare, by Henry Miller. New York: New Directions, 1945. $3.50 •
The formulated reactions of Henry Miller, of which The Air-Conditioned Nightmare is one small collection, come tumbling out at such a rate
that their considerable unevenness is no more surprising than with any
other phenomenon of nature. Miller considers himself an artist. He can
also· behave like a prevailing wind: now persuading hard buds into blossom
and fruition, now dry and sullen, now ripping off shingles and unhinging
doors, now pushing at yori with something full and forceful that you can
lean into, something sharp and prickly that exhilarates, now annoying.
the hell out of you with sheer noise and persistence.
He fancies himself a refugee from respectability, but on the impressionable and thin-skinned the mark of the beast is everlasting. Beneath Henrymiller's corduroy slacks we see the bohemian eternally fleeing Brooklyn.
As a free, simple citizen of the world and apologist for all arts and artists,
he naturally knows nothing, cares nothing, about politics, economics, and
such-like irritations. .Nevertheless social analyses are continually forthcoming as if the articulate ignorance of Henrymiller were its own excuse
for being.
Such contradictions assure us that behind the self-made legend there is
no mechanical monster of incalculable breadth and industry but a man at
variance with piddling consistency, with a world he never made, and with
himself. We see these facets in The Air-Conditioned ,Nightmare, and more:
that Miller has a superior gift of comic fantasy and that he is at his best
when castigating and dynamiting, exhorting and belaboring. He is best,
not in The Nightmare and similar compilations but in those paper-backed
books now banned in liberated France, too, so help us, those rough and
raffish chronicles that discard the' wholly ridiculous distinction between the
spoken and the written word. .It's to our friend's great credit that he waded
in and set down everything unfit to print. And it's not his fault that The
Air-Conditioned N.ightmare is tame by contrast.
The hard words Henrymiller tosses at Mankind in the abstract and his
soft purring over individuals-the known and unknown geniuses he tuns
across-give one the impression that he is uncommonly kind and sympathetic and that he would love you, too, if he could only get to know you.
When he blasts away at the mob, it is only because populations are unembraceable and because he wants everybody to be as unselfish, generous,
charming, and devoted to art and the good life as his friends.
His prophetic denunciations and therapeutic curettings, inspire~ as
they often are, might be more purposive if Henrymiller were less distracted "
by home-cured theology and the lavender mists of the esoteric. He blasts
away at scientists, politicians, robber barons, the fat-headed and hardhearted. Never does he attribute the degenerate culture anddvilization in
which we flounder to the workings of capitalism. He falls short of pointing
pp the basic, brutish fact that we cp-e all trapped in the same net, exceptional, "saved" individuals, too; that the reason for living at all, for artexpression, for sensitiVity, for humaneness and decency toward others is all
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but nullified by the competitive, exploitative, profit-hungry social system
under which we live and are perishing.
underscores the obvious idiocy
of our culture ..~ . the air-conditioned aspect of it wherein gadgets become
gods. And he is unmistakably on the side of fre~dom and fraternity.. But
his case would be stronger, his uncommon gift would count for more if he
would pin ~e guilt where it belongs: on all-demanding, ,all-destroying
capitalism and .imperialism which above and around everything spread
the nightmare of iD:equality, atomization, terror, .and murder.

He

<

>

DINSMORE

WHEELER

Gib Morgan: Minstrel of the' Oil Fields, by Mody C. Boatright. Texas
Folk-Lore Society Publication NumQer ·XX. EI Paso: Texas Folk-Lore
Society, 1945. No price indicated.
In this book Mr. Boatright makes .his first report on his study "of the
impact of the oil industry upon the folklore and the folkways of the American people~" When he first heard, tall tales about a driller named Gib
Morgan, he thought he had encountered an entirely legendary character.
Study revealed that Morgan was a flesh-and-blood oil-field worker' whose
fame as a storyteller reached its height about 1909. Mter that his fame
declined. Drillers who worked before the first World War feme,mber him;
younger. men repeat his stories but often attribute them ,to Paul Bunyan,
the folk hero who grew out of the 'more widely distributed lumber industry
and who received early attention from the students of folklore.
_ . The book is ·divided into two parts, the first titled "The Life Gib
Morgan Live<t" the second "The Tales Gib Morgan Told." In the first
part 'Mr. Boatright sets down readably a surprising amol,lnt of information
about the real Gih Morgan, information whiCh undoubtedly cost much time
and pains. In the second part he has put into'swift, able prose of his own,
fifty-one of 'the tall tales' which he credits to ¥organ. In an appendix he
reproduces the only known published work by Morgan. (In the first part
of the book Mr. Boatright acknowledges that Morgan's genius was for the
oral not the written story.)
The book is a valuable contribution to our knpwledge of how such
tellers of tall tales as Gib Morgan become legendary and aChieve a sort
of immortality. among the people of the industry in whiCh they worked.
,(Eventually they achieve jt in the world outside through such books as
this.) The word "minstrel" i~ 'the title is perhaps '~eceptive because of its
romantic connotations. Mr. Boatright thinks that Morgan's tales transcend,
the oil industry. "Created at a time when a resource hitherto unutilized
and scarcely known was being spectacularly exploited, they symbolize the
whole era of expanding geographical and industrial frontiers, 'the era of
manifest destiny and spread-eagle oratory, the era in which the folk artistS, .
as distinguished from the literary artists, in response to a deep social urge
attempted to create a literature commensurate with the events of the times:'
When Mr. Boatright writes in this vein-he seldom does-I have doubts.
,At least I should like to know more of the reasoning that lies'behind this
reading of the stories' significance. Probably the oil business was a back-
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breaking business for the drillers. If Gib Morgan could lighten it with tall
stories, good enough. Why guess that he responded to a deep social urge?
(It should be noted that Betty Boatright's illustrations are effective, Carl
.
Hertzog's design of the book another good job.)
.
E. W. TEDLOCK, JR.

Thieves in the Night: Chronicle of an Experiment, by Arthur Koestler. New
York: The Macmillan Company, .1946. $2.75.
Sometimes a man must write several books, or be heard saying many
things about many, related or not, human situations, before you can be at
all sure of the nature of his gifts, or the character of h~ anxieties. Koestler
is such a writer. Thieves in the Night is not unlike one of the expertly
constructed March of Time features: flashy, swiftly informative, and portentously inconclusive.
.
Koestler's talent is unmistakable. Yet something has happened, or something is now clearer sinc~Darkness at Noon and Arrival and Departure (his
strictly personal chronicles like Dialogue with Death and Scum of the Earth
are ~ot entirely comparable). Where iD-the earlier novels there was, you
thought, a searching desperation, now there is an inquisitive disconsolation;
where, before, you felt that justice, mercy, love, and fratern~ty were being
horribly riddled with new experiences and slaughterous compromises, now
there is disquiet and an appealing construction of "the universal law of
indiHerence." The talent is the same, the effect, now, one of tableaux.
Koestler's themes are always topical: Franco Spain" Vichy France, the
Moscow Trials, the hunted anti-fascist revolutionary, and no;w Palestine, the
Zionist settlers, and the trained, fanatical terrorists. There are others: the
British officials and the police, members of the Arab resistance group, and
that standard romantic personality, the cynical, but good, alcoholic American newspaperman. The occasional power of a descriptive passage, the
infrequent intensities of character development do not overcome the final
impression of facility and haste.
.
Ironically, this new novel of Koestler's appears to be as absorbing an
. account (it is sub-titled "Chronicle of an Experiment") as one can get of the
circumstances and forces in Palestine today. Its deficiencies as a novel of
tragic character are grievous. Its interest as a report is considerable.
V.

GAROFFOLO

Annals of the"'New York Stage, Volume XIV, by George C. D. Odell. New
York: Columbia University Press, 1945· $8.75.
George C. D. Odell will go down in history as the architect and 'builder
of a great literary monument dedicated to the memory otthe pastimes of the
American people. The fourteenth story of this colossal edifice houses the
offerings of a transitional period in the history of American amusement1888-1891. During these years P. T. Barnum personally conducts his circus
to New York for the last time. The, old Madison Square Garden gives way
to the new masterpiece of Stanford White. Steinway Hall yields gracefully
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to Carnegie Hall, New York's first real musical center. Kreisler and Hofmann
mak~ their first ~ppearance. '~he Germans lose their monopoly of grand
opera.
'•
The last great operetta of. Gilbert ,and Sullivan, The GondoUersI opened
in New York at this time with a dubious cast, and betame such a storm
, center that thereafter the :,Public no longer regarded the product of these
great collaborators as their darling amusement but directed their att~ntion
to the works of Henry Arthur Jones and Arthur Wing Pinero, pioneers of
the English renaissance which gave us Wilde, Galsworthy, Barrie, and
Shaw. The impetus from the continent' behind this new English movement
. also traversed the Atlantic. A series- of lectures was given on Henrik Ibsen.
Ibsen at his best was seen in The PiUars of Society;" and for the first time
A Doll's House was produced in New York.
American dramatists also cadle into their own. lJronson .Howard in
Shenandoah presented a stirring study of the Civil War, so successful that
the Philadelphia company came to New York and two productions of the
play were going on at the same time. Clyde Fitch maqe his New York debut
with Be!lu Brummell, the title role of which proved to be the apex of Richard
' .
Mansfield's artistic career.
Despite these signs of vigorous new growth, the supreme achievement of
the age was repertory. Coquelin, who has never had an equal in French
comedy, was playing Moliere, and Sarah Bernhardt ~as interpreting Camille
and the plays of Sar~ou. This best of entertainment in New York of 18811891 was to be found at Daly's~where the aristocracy of birth and talent each
year gathered to see Ada Rehan; Mrs. Gilbert, James Lewis, Jolin Drew, and
Richard Mansfield,' and wherecthe revivals of Sheridan and Shakespeare
were so authentic, so brilliant, and so centered in great personalities that
they are still to be surpassed on these shores.
DANE

~

FARNSWORTH

SMITH

. The Use of the Drama, by Harley Granville-Barker..Princeton:, Prfnceton
.
University Press, 1945. $1.50.
•
The atom bomb ended the war, but it is still true, as Mr. GranvilleBarker wrote in 1944, that '\v-e are . . . involved in die machinery of many
marvelous inventions" which "cannot of themselves civilize us ... but
may impower us to be greater 'brutes.'~ ~though, with the bomb, we have
reasserted 'the forms of freedom, it is still clear that the forms "do not of
themselves make us free." Agreement that civilimtion and freedom demand
more than marvelous inventions is evident dowadays even outside of
churches and lit~rature courses; it- is particularly evident in the revision of
college curricula toward a core of general studies, and dozens of recent "books
and articles have urged the social value of the humanities. But Life magazine currently, and probably accurately, translates ,"Dreams of 1946" into
convertible station' wagons, '" television-phonograph-radios, black evening
gowns, and twelve-gauge shot guns at $562; and even among the professors
a narrow materialism is entrenched. Therefore, still another book on
teaching the humanities-particularly on~ in such clean, nicely shaded prose
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John Keats' Fancy: the Effect on Keats ,of the PsYchology of his Day, by
James Ralston Caldwell. Ithaea,New York: Cornell University. Press,
1945. $2.00.
"It is the purpose of this book to show that ideas derived from the
psychology of his day were of radical ,importance to Keats' creative life, to
observe how these ideas affected his work-ways, and thus better to understand his poetry."
'
Having stated his intention in these words, Professor Caldwell proceeds
with'mostlucid analysis,to establish his case'. He finds ..that Keats' method
ofc~mposition . . ~ was to fix upon a subject 'and let t;he mind take its
willful way." To give the prominence of bare quotation to such a statement
is, however, to misrepresent the meaning and value of the book. The book..
demonstrates conch,lsively. ~at J{.eats was thoroughly conversant with "the
association" even though he was not much interested in and did not talk
about its theoretical anatomy. The influence' of the Hartleyan association
psychology on Wordsworth especially and on Coleridge is obvious to every
student, but in showing that Keats too, in a very special way, was under the
same influence, Professo~ Caldwell has made a most valuable and fruitful
contribution to the study of Kea~ and of the whole period. He examines
the poems and the letters in such a way as to construct an incontrovertible
, 'case~ One may reasonably suppose that he has opened the way for aconsW,erable amount of new and illuminating investigation.
Important as is'this revelation 'of 'Keats's imagination at work the. book
will be most useful in additional ways. Not easily come by, for example, is
such a clear and simple statement of the development of ..the association of
ideas" or such a convenient summary of Hartley's theories. Also valuable is the contrast between Wordsworth's and Keats's application of
associationalism..
~
. One may doubt that the book will much interest the general reader or'
the non-professional lover of Keats's poetry, who may even indeed be
repelled by this scientific anatomizing 9f genius at work; but the' proof is
'he.re, and if it does n~exPla.in
the poet, it certainly goes far in helping to
understahd h i m . .
.
c. V. WI CitE 1l
,

.

~

•

The Little Magazine:' a History and a Bibliography, by Frederick J. Hoffman, Charles Allen, and Carolyn F. Ulrich. Princeton: Princeton UniversitY Press, 1946. ~3.75.
,Those of us who have worKed with the little and non-commercial
Inagazines have long wanted a book devo~d to them. The Little Magazine
. gives us tpe first comprehensive American survey of these magazines, and it
supplies most of w)lat we w~t in'such a book. For that reason, and for ~e
value of the little reviews in the last forty years, hardly any other book
about recent literature is of mote value than this ·one. It. is an i'mportan~
addition to any library, public or private, which pretends to serious interest
"in contemporary writing.
'
. ".,--HaVing said that, I wish to point out some faults in the book, but -in no

,
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spirit of quibbling. The fact is ~at the--pre1Jrems of publishing such a book
are so great on the American market (and we owe much to Princeton University Press for doing it) that we are not likely to have another volume for
a long time. It is best to get dqwn the reservations and corrections and
additions for future use. Perhaps even a supplement to the volume, participated in by a number of people who have the needed information, could
be published and, together with The Little Magazines,- provide the important materials we need. To verify some impressions, I have consulted Mr.
livin C. Heyne, of Philadelphia, whd has one of the best private collections
of these magazines, and I wish to acknowledge his kindness.
1. In their historical discussion, Mr. Hoffman and Mr. Allen indicate
only two functions for the little magazines: introducing authors who go on
to make their..names before the public eye elsewhere, and publishing experimental efforts. Indeed these are significant and primary functions of the
magazines, but they are by no means all of them. In the first place, many
writers do' not "graduate" from the little magazines but continue to find
them the natural outlet for any serious writing, early or late; or if these
writers make a large name for themselves outside these magazines, it is
usually with books and not in other magazines. The number of commercial
magazines which have an editorial receptiveness to "serious" writing is
hardly more than a dozen; the largest proportion of it must find publication
in the non-co~ercial magazines. In the second, place, almost our only
contact with foreign literature outside books.is in the pages of these magazines. Thus, the functions of the little reviews are surely at least four: (1)
the continuing medium of publication for most of the serious magazine
writing, creative and critical; (2) the discovery and development of talent;
(3) the sponsoring of experimental efforts in writing; (4) the publication
of significant writing by foreign authors.
2. The discussion and the bibliogiaphy are based .on an arbitrary distinction between little magazines proper (for which the words advance
guard seem to be the synonym) and some magazines which "do not answer
strictly to the definition of the little magazine." This is a troublesome problem, but to put The Dial in one list and Criterion in the other, and to put
Prairie Schooner and University Review in one list and this journal and
Arizona Quarterly in the other provide distinctions too fine to follow, I'm
afraid. The fault probably comes in equating the little magazine with the
advance guard mag~ine; if this were strictly interpreted, only the magazi~es
whose primary function is the publication of experimental writing could be
included and not only Miss Ulrich's supplementary list· but also half the
magazines in the primary list would have to be cast out of the fold.
3. Errors are bound to creep into any work 50 vast as this one. In
reading the historical discussion, I have been struck by few except in interpretation, as with the reasons for the end of The Southern Review. In the
bibliography, a much vaster labor with detail, to be made complete in the
end, surely, only with the co-operation of dozens of workers, the errors are
of various sorts: (1) Failure to include a number of magazines, most of them
short-lived but at least as significant as many included-The Husk, Sage,
~
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Prairie Prose, Montana Poetry Quarterly, Poet Lore, to name just five
which occur to me without checking any lists or collections. (Also, since
book publications are mentioned, I am privately sorry that no mention was
made of the American Writing volumes, an effort to show the best work of
these magazines in volumes which would also provide yearbook data on
them.) (2) Missing bibliographical information-number of volumes, number of issues per <volume, number of issues in. case of irregular publi~tion.
The Little Review, for example, had a scrambled p~blishing history, including the burning of four issues by the post office. What issues were they?
What constitutes a complete file of a magazine? These questions ought to
be answered. Unfortunately the tendency in making the bibliography was
to consult the first issue primarily and follow through publication only
with a few magazines. (3) Lack of significant critical judgment in the
annotations to the bibliography which were, apparently, to give us some
.
idea of the value of the contribution each magazine made.
~
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Fighting Liberal, by George W. NO,rris. New York: The Macmillan Company, . 1945.. $3.50 •
.
Autobiographie,§,. diaries, memoirs, and letters are always of interest to
the historian and to thos~ concerned with the reconstruction and interpretation of the 'past. And this autobiography of George W. Norris is no
exception.
.
'
Writing after his retirement from forty years of service to his country in
the national Congress (1903-1913 in the House, 1913~1943 in the Senate),
Mr. Norris has recorded from memory, private papers, and public records
hi;g participation in some of the history-inaking events of his age.
Born on an Ohio farm in 1861, he was of pioneer stock and he early
learned the values arid joys .of a simple, frugal, hard-working ·life. Confronted with many difficulties through the death of his father and the
struggle of his mother to maintain their farm home, George W. Norris
grew up accustomed- to har(lphysical labor. He had also developed a love
.of the land and a deep and satisfying conviction of the peace and joy
that come from living in cl~se contact with the forces of nature.
Under the s1!ong influence. of his pioneer mother, he strove for and
. attained an education, studying law and gaining admittance to the bar in
1883. Two years later he moved.to Nebraska where he married, established
his home~ and reared his f.a;mily. Here he began his public life as prosecuting attorney and district judge. Nebraska sent him to Washington, first
,as a Congressman and later as a Senator.
_..
Mr. Norris was an ardent Republican, imbued with· idealism; yet he
refused to be dominated by the party machine in Congress. His honesty and
sincere convictions on issues to which he gave long hours of study soon
marked him as a liberal ~eader. He relates mtJ.ny contests and incidents
within Congress: his breaking the power of the Speaker of the House,.Uncle .
Joe Cannon; his interest in and work for the conservation of the country's
'natural resources which led from: the Hetch Hetchy water project in Cali~
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fomia through the exposures of Teapot Dome to culminate in the final
establishment of the T.V.A. He led a successful filibuster against arming
the Merchant Marine in 1917 and voted against entering World War I. -To
present his viewpoint in the last, much criticized act, he returned to Lincoln
and held a great public mass meeting for his constituents; contrary to the
opinion of many of his colleagues, it proved to be a triumph of faith and
loyalty in his leadership.
He discusses his part in securing the Lame Duck Amendment, the unicameral legislature, lend-lease, in curbing inflation, and solving other public
problems. His satiric speech on the election to the Senate of the wealthy
Mr. Newberry of Michigan, his unsuccessful fight to defeat Mr. Yare, Republican from Pennsylvan~a, and his success in leading the movement to prevent
Mr. Yare's sitting in the Senate are related with vigor.
- Many other events are told; through them all we see pictures of -public
personages, friends, enemies, officials, and those whose influence often dominated behind the scenes. Valuable, indeed, are such <;omments upon contemporaries.
In his very readable book, we can follow this nonconformist through
his long career. Sometimes his memories are pungent and emotional, but
he emerges a leader for liberal advances, a sincere and honest citizen and
loyal patriot, who worked to forward the interests of his beloved country.
A journalist, J. E. Lawrence, aided in the writing of thVook. Pictures add to the text, and cartoons, likewise, though no acknowledgment of
the latter is given. The volume is a strong'reflection of the man of the soH
whose life it is and who in his last days expressed one of his basic beliefs
when he said, "Unselfish faith will prove to be America's greatest resource
in the difficult years ahead."
Do ROT H Y WOO D WAR D
Reminiscences~

by Maxim Gorky.

$2·75·

_

New York: Dover Publications, 1946.
-

It is good to have such a book as this. Good for all the compassionate
observations that Gorky made of his -friends and fellow writers. Good -for
the way in -which these reminiscences support the current unfashionable
belief: that it is both possible and rewarding for a man to experience great
affection for another man's work and character without pernicious condescension, to admire that work and that man without concealing the occasional paltriness of that man and his work; that a memoir can be discerning,
memorable instead of merely disarming.
This book makes available, in a single volume, reminiscences which
have not been heretofore translated or accessible in English. In a period
when chitchat flourishes and flatters, this work represents a considerable
publishing and editorial achievemen~. There are no laborious displays of
odd accounts of the home-life, sex-life, et cetera which somehow continue
to be passed off as specialdnsight in.some circles. Gorky apparently did not
believe that if you related so many "inside" stories of Tolstoy's temperament
or Chekhov's charm, with appropriate asides, you would come out with
any feeling for or comprehension of the sources and evidence of their tem-
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perament and charm. Instead, you have an info1lIlal, moving collection of
Gorky'~ notes while visiting Tolstoy, correspondence with Chekhoy and
. ~Stanislavsky, and r~collections of Leoni<J; Andreyev and Alexander Blok.
~No man with Gorky's prodigious humanity could record the impact
of 'other men, especially men· witJ;1 the creative powers, in these reminiscences, without divulging the springs and course of h~ own compassion.
l:he notes 'of his visit with Tolstoy are not souvenir-ruminations to prove,
later on, that he was there. Rather, they are the compulsive acts of the
young writer to wholly involve himself, to wholly di~cover the character of
his own predicament and destiny.
V. GAR 0 F F '0 L 0

Tolstoy and His Wife, by Tikhon Polner; translated by Nicholas Wreden.
New York: W. W. Norton and Company, Inc., 1945. $2.75.
New Chum, by John Masefield. New York: The~ Macmillan Company,
1945· $2.50.
Flowering Dusk: Things Re11J,embered Accurately and Inaccurately, by Ella
, Young. New York: Longmans; Green and Company, 1945. $3.50.
Alexander 'woollcott: His Life and His World, by Samuel Hopkins Adams.
New York: Reynal and Hitchcock, 1945. $3-50.
Raw Material, by Oliver La Farge. Boston: Hough~9n Mifflin Company,
1945. $3.00.
. 1 ) '
..
Wars I Have Seen, by Gertrude Stein. New York: Random House, 1945.
. .'.
~ .$2.50 .
.
Tardy mention of these six good books, owing to' crowded review sched'wes, calls for apology from this section. ,But delayed comment has the
advantage of perspective on more than a year's collection of biography and
.autobiography which illuminates the modern scene from Tolstoy to Ger-_
trude Stein. This group~ of books.. reminds us anew how much personal
narrative can contribute to an understanding of our time.
.
The Tolstoyan marital riddle is analyzed sympathetically and objectively by Tikhon Polner, contemporary and personal friend of the Tolstoy
family. Simply· and directly he recounts what he knows of the strange
spiritual struggle which begaq. for Tolstoy late in the 1870'S and eventually,
increasing in intensity, wrenched him from his home and broke the bonds·
of his forty-eight years of marital devotion. The characters emerge with
almost the quality of a Tolstoy novel itself: the charming, tactless, practical
Countess, driven by her desire to preserve family and fortune, puzzled and
thwarted by her husband's religious and social ideas; the younger Tolstoy of
War and Peace growing into the TolStoy of the Confessions and the
Kreutzer Sonata. Polner repeatedly testifies to the'real affection which for
so long tempered the clash of will and ideal and which made the final
break so tragic and pathetic. Polner's report is close to first-hand, for· in
the years after Tolstoy's death, the Countess talked freely to him, saying,
among other things, "Yes, I lived with Lev for forty-eight years, but I never
really learnedw4at kind of man he-was." The book was written in 1920,
but was translated oply recently by Nicholas Wreden. It is welcome to
those who have turned with renewed interest'to War and Peace, Anna
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Karenina, and the later writings in an attempt to understand the backgrounds of modem Russia.
Filling in the background for favorite books is one of the special
functions of literary autobiography. In New Chum we are behind" the
scenes of Dauber with the thirteen-year-illd Masefield. as he begins his
apprenticeship in 1891 on the training ship H. M. S. Conway.' The record
is full of appeal. of sharply etched memories of the lad who bucked a
quiet, unprotesting way through the rough badgering meted out to a "new
chum." struggling with a diabolically active hammock amid the jeers of a
derisive crew, living the daily miracle of going aloft, worshiping the gentle
petty officer, H. B., experiencing the delights of "Liverpool Leave." The
story is effortless. fond, nostalgic, bu! never sentimental. It belongs with
the best of Masefield to reinforce the contribution he has alr-eady made to
English maritime literature.
Other memories of the turn of the century and after come to us in
Ella Young's Flowering Dusk. Here are the full spirit and aCtivity of the
Irish Renaiss~nce and revolution, Yeats and Maude Gonne, Lady Gregory,
AE, Douglas -Hyde, and Padriac Colum. The book is an impressionistic
diary, leaving one with the strange sensation of having witnessed violent
segments of revolutionary activity through a magical Celtic haze. The figures in the landscape are forceful and vigorous; the narrative is shadowy,
half-told. almost defying the reader to sens.e the full historical and literary
event unless he re-lives-and he is sure to after this book-the Irish Renaissance and its subsequent political developments. Ella Young's reaction
to people and places is delicate and intense. her Irish memories more satisfying than those of the United States. although Southwestern readers will
delight in her love for this country. As I sat here searching for words to
attempt to describe the effect of the book-no easy job for a practical reviewer
faced with the fantasy- and mysticism of Ella Young-I watc\J.ed a sunset
etchip.g Mount Taylor on the western horizon. By day the same view is
a path for jet planes. Quite by chance the book fell open to this passage: ~
I

. "What mountain is this?" I asked a neighbor.
"It is Mount Taylor." was the reply.
Mount Taylor-the name meant nothing to mel I watched the mountain as
long as I had sight of it. The sun flushed it with purple and rose, with ruby and
violet, and the sky hung over it in a mist of rose and azure long after the sun had
gone.
It blossomed in my mind for months and years till one day against a sunset in
a land of rose and amethyst I saw it, snow-crowned, far off as I motored with two
friends to New Mexico.
"What name has yonder mountain?" I asked. ~Ithe mountain double-peaked
like Shasta-like Everest. the Goddess-Mother of the World?"
"That is Turquoise Mountain, the Sacred Mountain of the Navajos."
Its Indian name is Tsodsichl.

Perhaps Ella Young belongs to an Ireland and aNew Mexico which an
atomic world has taken from us {or all time. But it is good to have her
reflections on both of them stored up for us in this book.

•
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Woollcott's world is ours, too, and Samuel Hopkins Adams recreates it
like a social historian as well as biographer. Woolkott, this idol of old
ladies and anathema of Bennett Cerf, could have been no easy subject for
a biographer, and it is to the credit of Mr. Adams that his portrait of the
irascible and sentimental Aleck makes the point of view of both the old
ladies and Mr. Cerf perfectly understandable. On the Times and the
]Jerald, onstage and off, in the Algonquin and at Wit's End, with pen and
conversation and radio broadcast, Woollcott fretted and Hayed and adored
and capered with the literary great, touching the ~orl~of letters at so
many points that a good record of his career-and this'book is a good r~cord
-is bound to be barbed and racy literary history. Because WoollcQttpaddles in the shallows of the great stream of twentieth century writing,
buoyed up by the waterwings of his own tenderly inHated ego, the history
itself is doomed to shallownesS. Its particular merit is a relaxing, chuckling,
sometimes devastating intimacy with best-sellers, the kind of intimacy which
is, after all, sauce and relish for the literary -historian.
An .artist ill, mid-career, turning back to modest personal record and
self-evaluation, often enhances his own reputation and shapes his own
future. Here, in honest stock-taking, Oliver La Farge analyzes what happens when a member of a privileged group seriously questions the values
of his own background and strikes out for himself. Mr. La Farge, "the
un-Groton boy" made his oWn life in the world of scientists, in New Otl~ans
and the Southwest, and in his writing. 'Such summary over-dramatizes Mr.
La Farge's account, for his is a quiet, clear-sighted examination. The
patterns of the Social Register and the spectacular adventurer-scientist alike
meet with his quiet scorn. The relish in his writing as he describes his
delight in his Harvard rowing or his steady pondering of what a changing
world will IPean to the' protected groups bring to his book Charm and
solidity. For us in the SOuthwest, the chapters on the problem of the
Indian caught· netween his own world and the world "which involves
Hider, soil erosion and the conquest of i~orance apd poverty" are the most
arresting. Mr. La Farge knows better than anyone else the progress in his
own understanding from Laughing Boy to his present sense of our responsibility to the Indian: '.' . : . one could raise a good deal of money with
sentimental appeals to keep our· Hiawathas beaded; feathered, and pure,
but _when one talks of soil conservation, advanced education and sustained'yield forestry, the yeamers drift away and the support~rs of libe~al causes
show their frank disdain. Ind~ are not a liberal calise but a sentiment;
now the Firestone plantations i ~ .. ."
No one can read the last
chapters of this book without feeling that now, back from his service with
the Air Transport Command, Mr. La Farge is ready for a maturity of service
as qtizen and writer which will go beyond his previous accomplishment.
Since Gertrude Stein's death and the publication of her Brewsie and
~illie, a comment on Wars I Have Seen may seem completely pointless.
Som.ehow, though, the end of her story only makes the substance of Wars I
.Have Seen more significant. In it, ~ in the Autobiography of Alice B.
Toklas, it is- the personality of Gertrude Stein which emerges in a strangely
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endearing fashion. Living through World War II in Bilignin and eulol,
with her French poodle Basket, her goat Bizerte, and Alice B. Toklas, she
foraged sturdily "for cake" over the French countryside. Her face still looking like an antique Roman coin, she maintained her calm as, proscribed
but unrecognized, she evaded the surveillance of the German occupation
troops, chuckling as she bought her own forbidden book-:under their very
noses. Serenely unafraid she wrote her record of what the French said
.,.' and she said, what the villagers did and she did and the Maquis did during
.,. '- the years and days when the wait for American liberation mounted to almost
unbearable tension. She gives us priceless history firsthand, plus a heartening sense of pride in her own loyalty to the United States and her confidence
in liberation by our forces. This book is still as warm and vital as anything, Gertrude Stein ever wrote. It is rich in typical Stein comment. She
maintains that this war has finally killed the nineteenth century in us. Of
it she says, "The nineteenth century liked to cry, liked to try, liked to eat,
liked to pursue revolution, and liked war, war and peace, peace and war
and no more:' She notes with relish that "the old farmer on a hill said of
the Germans do not say lthat it had to do with their leaders, they are a people
,; whose fate it is to always choose a man whom they force to le;ld them in a
direction in which they do not want to go." She describes the American
soldiers of World War II: " . . . they have become more A-merican all
American, and the G. I. joe's show it and know it, God bless them:'
The legend of her life seems now, like that of Dr. Johnson's, to overshadow her writing, for it is in memory, anecdote, and in her autobiographical work that she lives most vividly for many of us. Whether she was
amused at the bewilderment she brought us or puzzled herself at our failure
to follow her we perhaps shall never know. I remember her once, though,
in 1935, lecturing to a confused audience who shamefacedly began to slink
out at the half, at which she queried, almost pleadingly, "You understand
me, don't you? It's all so clear." We didn't understand her of couTse, but
now it's all so clear-here she is, a legend and a curiosity since World War I,
living abroad and becoming more American herself, living through one lost
generation and finding another and understanding them both-a shrewd,
sturdy, salty, strangely kindly personality. Life snapped her best monument: Gertrude Stein saluting on Hitler's balcony at Berchtesgaden, where
she and Alice B. Toklas "sat comfortably and at home in garden chairs,"
For her own best epitaph one might paraphrase her words on the G. I.'s:
"She has become more American all American and Gertrude Stein shows it
and knows it, God bless her."
KAT H F. R I N E S I M 0 N S
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